
Abstract Microsatellites (SIR) are very abundant and spread over the entire genome of all living

organisms, so markers can be developed for any genetic objective. Some SfRs exhibit very high

levels of allelic variation. SIRs are generally easy to obtain and rapidly assayed using polymerase

chain reaction (PCR), requiring only minute amounts of biological material. Their distinct attributes

made them attractive and the popular tool of choice in a number of applications within the area of

biology' The core of this Íhesls conslsts of five chapters representing sťudies where we investigated

autosomal or Y_linked SIRs Ío carry out our tasks. our objectives Were (i) to investigate allele

frequencies for a set of autosomal SIRS, to estimate standard population and forensic genetic

parameters, and to perŤorm an inter_population comparison of allele frequency data; (ii) to design a

novel PCR-based Y chromosome SIR multiplex assay for the analysis of highly diverse loci, and to

evaluate ťhis sysťem for forensic and population genetic purposes; and (iii) to carry out the first study

in a Pan paniscus group where a combination of behavioural data on male dominance rank and

mating success with genetic data on paternity allows the testing of the pattern of relationships between

these variables, and to evaluate possib/e consequences of the established genetic relationships for

the breeding management of the group. For these purposes we genotyped an extensive number (max.

N = 1411) of unrelated healthy Caucasian Czech sub/,ecÍs of both sexes ln 17 autosomal SIRs

(PowerPlex@ 16 System, AmpF$Tď ldentifiler^),50 unrelated healthy Czech Caucasian males in 4

[Ehler et at., 2006] and 11 \-PLEXTM 12 systeml y-SIR loci, and 9 captive bonobo individuats of

boÍh sexes in 5 and subsequently 8 autosomal SIR /oci [Getoff et al', 1995; Roeder et al., 2006],

respectively. Standardised molecular biology techniques and methods, theoretical genetic approaches

and ethological obseryations of behavioural data, as well as data analysis tools were applied. ln

summary, our main findings - among numerous others presented in the thesis - were as follows.

Firstly, except for the loci FGA and Penta E, no deviation from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was

detected. The inter-population comparison with the published data revealed significant differences in

several autosomalSlR a//e/e frequencies from the Polish population [Soltyszewski et al., 2006] and

the three Hungarian populations fEgyed et al., 2006]. Secondly, a lower gene diversity of the loci

DYS456, DYS458 and DYS464 relative to that repofted for the EU/US population [Redd et al., 2002]

and very high gene diversity of the locus DYS449 were found. The inter-population comparison

showed that Czech males were significantly different only from the Polish male population

[Soltyszewski et al., 2007]. Thirdly, we showed that when ampltýing dinucleotide STRs from a low

DNA source, positive PCR products can often be obtained. However, our paternity analysis was

burdened by the PCR-generated false alleles to the extent that it made the assignment of true alleles

impossible. Finally, despite the observed clear and asymmetric bonobo male dominance relationships,

the alpha male did not sire the most offspring. ln fact, the offspring were sired by the lower-ranking

males who frequently copulated also outside the presumptive ovulation period. Considering our results

we conclude that: (i) a combination of the 17 autosomal STR markers provides a poweďul tool for

forensic identification in the native Czech population; (ii) the y-SIR multiplex assay we propose ls

able to serve as a useful complement to the already used Y chromosome satellite markers; and (iii) in

bonobos either sperm competition operates, and/or ovulation is decoupled from the phase of maximal

anogenital swelling which could allow greater female choice.


